
Los Reyes del Piso
Straight outta Cartacho, these “Kings of 
the Dancefloor” are one of a growing 
number of local hip hop collectives

40

international readers to get those rare African 
and Jamaican tracks that become sound system 
exclusives. Such trades and sales have become 
Fabian’s main source of income – it’s a far cry 
from the computer technician he thought he’d 
be just a few years ago.

As an art form, the unabashedly communal 
picó makes perfect sense in sniffing around 
Barranquilla’s local neighborhoods. Everyone 
has a porch, and people use them, especially 
in the intense heat and humidity of a typical 
August day. Traveling around the city with 
Fabian, I soon realized the depth of this cultural 
penetration. He took me to a workshop in 
which picós are made, where I met 15-year-old 
DJ Kevin of El Fidel’s “El Ministerio de la Salsa”. 
He’d been DJing since he was 9. We then met 
William Gutierrez, one of the most famous 
picó painters. He began as an artist creating 
graphics for sound systems and tiendas, and 

now teaches at the university while back 
in school pursuing a masters degree in art 
instruction. 

I was also able to spend one night in an 
“estadero”, essentially a cantina that felt more 
or less like proprietor Carmen Jiminez’s living 
room. A few chairs and a side room with a fridge 
full of beer were all that marked it as a bar – 
there wasn’t even a sign on the street.  Despite 
its unassuming appearance, this estadero is 
home to the “Salsa de Puerto Rico “ picó. 
That night, Carmen’s son Martin was playing 
heavy tunes off dusty but beautiful sounding 
LPs from Colombia, Angola, New York and 
Jamaica on the sound system. These played 
through a speaker on the patio, loud enough 
to reach everyone in the entire neighborhood. 
His DJ equipment is nothing more than one 
turntable, a few knobs standing in for a mixer, 
and a CD player to broadcast the sound system 
identifications.

Whether at a bar or on the street, picó culture 
is everywhere in the typical neighborhoods 
of Barranquilla. As Fabian and I drove around 
in taxis, the drivers regularly joined our 
conversations, offering their own memories 
of and thoughts about the picós. Local 
radio represents picó culture too, a marked 
departure from other parts of the country: on 
Sunday morning, we listened to a show that 
played 100% African music.  This sits well with 
Fabian, whose true love is the older music of 
the clásicos. When I asked him what he thought 
of newer, cruder Colombian music such as La 
Gata Violadora, he just laughed and said that 
beyond having a similar rhythmic structure, the 
new music had nothing to do with the classics 
that he collects and listens to.

Fabian’s passion for collecting and sharing 
has had the effect of nurturing the memory 
and history of Colombia’s northern coast. 
Colombians from abroad have written to 
him and said they cried when reading about 
and seeing pictures of the picós. But walking 
through downtown Barranquilla, seeing record 
stores full of vinyl next to sidewalk vendors 
slinging MP3s, the coast’s musical reality comes 
fully into perspective. Digital technology, the 
very evolution that now allows Colombian 
music to travel so far from its roots (albeit 
often through illegal means with the spread 
of pirated CDs) is empowering Fabian and 
a few others like him to revive the culture of 
picós clásicos through online posting of music, 
photos and related stories. As cliché as it may 
sound, this process of representing cumbias 

and salsas as digital 1s and 0s is perhaps the 
primary tool preserving this slice of musical 
history, preventing it from disappearing once 
and for all.

Fabian Altahona (above)
spreads Colombia’s coastal picó 

clásico tradition worldwide 
through his Africolombia blog, 

featuring mp3s, 
album art and more.

acbia.wordpress.com

These gigantic speakers 
typically push out a mix 

of salsa, cumbia, 
boogaloo, champeta 
and African soukous


